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ABSTRACT:  The use of speech recognition technology for different applications is required widely, such as 
protection, translation of the word to text, etc. The initial signal that degrades the output of the ASR network 
incorporates certain unnecessary signals from different sources during speech signal acquisition. This 
problem leads to the development of a robust algorithm for audio demixing or separation of the source. This 
is knelt like sounds or mixing of sources, due to multi-user recording and echo effect. It is quite difficult to 
remove such mixed sounds in many domains like crime, evidence, etc. This remains as a major challenge in 
separating such sounds. To overcome this problem, a new methodology for Blind Source Separation is 
proposed using a Non-negative Matrix Factorisation using Generalised Cross-Correlation (BSS: GCC-NMF) 
to address this issue in this article. It is proved that Generalised Cross-Correlation – Non -negative Matrix is 
sound source isolation, excellent including both blind source and several knowledgeable source approaches 
involving advanced knowledge. The proposed GCC is used to improve the extraction of specific audio 
signals and also it can reduce the time delay in the speech separation process. Similarly, NMF is applied to 
split the entire sound signal into factorized matrix without low pitch signals which is represented as negative 
elements. So, it has removed the negative elements in the respective matrix. Experimental studies show the 
strength of the proposed model by analyzing different scenarios of implementation. Various performance 
evaluation has been done for both divergence and distance-based conditions and the proposed method 
achieves higher performance rate. 

Keywords: Speech Recognition, Speech Signal Acquisition, Multi-user Recording, Blind Source, Generalised Cross-
Correlation, non-negative Matrix Factorisation 

Abbreviations: BSS, blind source separation; GCC, generalised cross correlation; NMF, non-negative matrix 
factorisation; PCA, principle component analysis; ICA, independent component analysis; CPP, cocktail party issue; 
SAR, sources to artifacts ratio; SDR, sources to distortion ratio; SIR, Sources to interference ratio. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Hearing aids, ASR, and many other communications 
systems work rather well when one source is almost 
without an echo [1]. Still, in situations where acoustic 
sources are simultaneously generated, or vibrations are 
high, their performance deteriorates [2]. Therefore, it is 
very convenient, using a front-end model as used in the 
cocktail issue, to localize and isolate the source signals 
[3]. It is interesting to note that humans and owls can 
detect and localize sound stimuli to a certain degree [4]. 
The exact location of fruit and predators is calculated by 
bats using the concept of echolocation [5]. In the face of 
other speakers or disturbances, individuals will 
concentrate on a single voice, demonstrating an 
incredible capacity to focus on one source and cancel 
the other speakers [6,7]. Nevertheless, in comparison 
with human performance, machinery performance is 
rather low [8]. 
Active audio sources include mixtures of different 
speakers and music concerts with the signals, which are 
mixtures of musical instruments and sound recordings 
[9]. Many audio signals are concurrently active blends of 
several audio outlets. The feature of human hearing is 
the capacity to differentiate between discrete sound 
signals and complicated sound mixtures [10]. This is 

related to the well-known problem of cocktail parties. 
When there are many conversations and background 
noises, the cocktail party is characterized as the focus 
of attention on one speaker [11]. 
Late, array analysis approaches have traditionally been 
used in the Blind Source Separation (BSS) processes 
[12-14]. The separation was achieved by assessing the 
spatial location of the sources and using a fitting spatial 
filter to raise the target source and eliminate the other 
sources from the mixture channels [15,16]. Such 
techniques involved the capturing of sources in a 
complicated setup with a large number of microphones 
[17]. This restricted its implementation to some live 
broadcasting circumstances in the conference 
auditorium, for example, in which the microphone 
configuration was changed at will. The computational 
signal processing and computer sciences jointly 
suggested BSS approaches appropriate for reaction 
mixtures and more conventional documentation [18-20]. 
An early approach had an algorithm for the neural 
network, which could extract separate sources using a 
kind that was not linear. Many scholars have researched 
the use of the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 
algorithms in a computational context, mainly based on 
higher-order statistics and theory of results. These new 
algorithms were confined to immediate mixtures, which 
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contain as many sources as mixing channels [21]. 
Through expanding ICA into uncertainty mixture, the 
first move to cope with possible audio combinations was 
taken. Some students have, in the meantime, 
researched perceptive sound processing concepts 
arising from listening tests and created Computer 
Auditory Scene Analysis algorithms [22]. The basic 
properties of the audio inputs, including harmonicity or 
spectral envelope, were used in these algorithms to 
decipher single channel mixtures into distinct sensory 
streams that could be resynthesized separately [23]. 
The approaches used to evaluate the early computer 
auditory environment used a series of data-driven 
processing steps, whereas the latter proposed that a 
prediction-driven methodology would be used as a 
blackboard model. Over the last decade, systems such 
as ICA and ICA dependent CASA, and modern BSS 
methods have been introduced [24]. 
The main objective of the study is to retrieve root signals 
for cocktail parties and multi-speaker environments from 
the obtained mixtures. If more than one speaker talks at 
the same moment, the microphones capture the sounds 
from all speaker [25]. Consequently, the reported 
signals known as mixtures include origins of different 
time delays of different proportions. Every reported 
combination consists of the sources of different parts, 
provided the microphones located at various locations. 
You may want to select a specific destination or collect 
all the numerous speech sources. 
Specific BSS implementations provide real-time 
isolation of speeches for simultaneous and electronic 
music processing support for video sampling [26]. More 
specifically, other related systems are programmed to 
change the mixing signal by varying mixing of the 
sources or eliminating unacceptable sources. These 
remix applications include Speech enhanced hearing 
aids and mobile phones, karaoke voice cancelation, 
multi-channel stereo CD rendering, raw music post-
production, or the restoration of corrupted audio data. 
Single-source indexing, encoding, and coding 
techniques can also be used to facilitate other 
applications, such as multiple-source tracking and 
robotics place, improved automated audio-document 
indexing, multi-speech recognition in cocktail parties or 
object-specific coding [27]. 
For digital signal processing, one of the essential criteria 
is to retrieve the initial signals from the signal mix. The 
method by which the initial signals are measured and 
separated from the mixture is called the root isolation. A 
common source isolation situation is the cocktail party, 
where we have many speakers, background music, and 
vibration, and only the combination is understood [28]. 
Still, the primary source of interest is calculated, or even 
extracted from the microphone sound-mixtures. Blind-
source segregation or blind-signal separation (BSS) is 
the method for distinguishing the signals without prior 
knowledge of the signal mixing systems [29]. 
Principal component analysis, single values 
decomposition, separately evaluated object analysis, 
NMF, stationary subspace analysis, and specific spatial 
structures are fundamental methods of source 
separation. These are the main methods of source 
separation [30]. Such approaches are used for the study 
of mixed data for optimal separation performance, 
depending on the type of source separation issue and 
the form of mixing device involved [31]. BSS is a space 
technology which has been established by audio 
processing but also can be extended to image 
processing, biomedical details, telecommunications, etc. 

[33]. The various related study and techniques are 
viewed in this section. 
L. Deng et al. elaborated that Speech, music or noises 
are usually known as the audio source [34]. That type 
has its features that can be used for a particular 
process. Word sounds can be perceived as a series of 
distinct phonemes. Due to the co-articulation of 
succession phonemes, the signal matching each 
phoneme exhibits time characteristics .These signals 
may include a periodic part of harmonic sinusoidal 
sections induced by regular vocal cord movements, the 
broadband sound of passage of air through mouth, or 
the intermittent portion created by the pressure released 
suddenly behind lips or teeth. A lot of phonemes 
comprise regular and disruptive components in 
superposition. The harmonicity property means that the 
sinusoidal component frequencies are many times the 
same rate considered the fundamental frequency. The 
critical frequencies of the standard phonemes differ due 
to intonation but usually remain within 42 Hz, 
concentrating on males about 142 Hz and female 
speakers around 200 Hz. The spectral envelope is 
determined by the structure of the vocal tract, which 
relies on phoneme, phonetic meaning and speaker 
features, and is the smooth amplitude of the signal as a 
frequency feature. Successive phonemes are composed 
of words and phrases which rely on language and the 
lexical and semantic laws. 
E. colin termed that Colin Cherry coined the cocktail 
party issue (CPP) [35]. It is a psychoacoustic condition 
that relates to the extraordinary human capacity to 
listen, track, and selectively perceive one sensory 
stimulus in a noisy environment. Whether overlapping 
speech sounds or several stimuli which are often 
supposed to be independent of each other, contribute to 
auditory disturbances. The numerous details concerning 
CPP were investigated by Simon Haykine [36]. The 
CPP is defined as the issue of such a mixed recording 
and distinguishing the individual speakers. The 
generalization of this issue is known as the blind source 
distinction between the various independent 
components of a signal, without using any particular 
knowledge of the component signals. 

 

Fig. 1. A more straightforward cocktail question situation 
of two speakers and a combination recording. 

Herault et al. introduced that Without previous 
knowledge regarding mixing processes or source 
signals, the question of isolation from their observable 
composition of unobserved sources is regarded as the 
blind source segregation [37]. Remember, for example, 
as in Fig. 1, the situation of two people talking with two 
microphones positioned in two different positions 
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recording the mixed signals. The Blind Speech 
Separation algorithm here is designed to separate 
speech signals from mixed signals obtained from 
microphone output without prior knowledge of the 
source, microphone position, or mixing processes, i.e., 
the blind distance between source and mixture. In this 
specific example, the details are combined acoustically, 
and the question is commonly known as the problem for 
a cocktail party. Then other algorithms were designed to 
separate the signals from their essential simultaneous 
mixes or their complicated non-linear, convolutive time-
variant variations. 
Different separating methods are given depending on 
the underfunded or overfunded program and also on the 
number of microphones or speakers that we have. 
Recently unattended machine learning algorithms of 
single-channel source isolation have been used 
effectively. Typically based on the single linear model, 
the separation takes place by finding a decomposition in 
which the sources are statistically independent or non-
redundant instead of using previous knowledge of the 
source signal features. Algorithms based on 
independent analysis of components (ICA), non-
negative matrix factoring, and sparse coding were 
proposed, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the blind source separation 
problem. 

It is a statistical method for the decay of additive 
subcomponents of a multivariate signal. ICA may be 
used to capture signals from the combination of other 
signals and vibration in intense listening environments 
with scattered microphones. Sub-components should be 
non-Gaussian and statistically stable, all requirements 
of ICA decomposition. Bell proposed the concept of the 
ICA algorithm [38]. 
 He concentrated on approaches to the instantaneous 
mixing issue, which implies that noise-free and linear 
combinations of component signals were chosen for the 
mixed signal. 
Paatero and Tapper presented NMF and named it a 
constructive factoring matrix, and subsequently, Lee 
and Seung researched the propensities of the algorithm. 
The NMF is a non-negative limit decomposition strategy 
[39]. 
Virtanen et al. suggested an NMF-based unmonitored 
algorithm for sound source isolation that blends NMF 
with time duration and slimming goals [40] . A higher 
separation efficiency than the current algorithms has 
been shown by the algorithm suggested.  Schmidt 
proposed using sparse, non-negative matrix 
factorizations to make the sparse coding separation 

computationally attractive. As a first step, the 
fragmented description of the signals is evaluated in full 
dictionaries for different speakers.  
The output signals are divided by the mixture of the 
dictionaries related to the source and the coarse 
deterioration measured. It explores the value of the 
degree of sparsity and the number of dictionary 
components. The simple unattended SN is then 
contrasted to an algorithm-controlled program in which 
the details are separated into phoneme-level sub-
problems, which result in significant code savings. 
For speech separation in verbal communication it 
seems to be more detrimental in implantation. Likewise, 
in some research, several sensors were used. Whereas 
in that condition the sensor numbers were too less than 
the signals.  
Another method called Equal Input and Equal Output for 
separation also founds a drawback that it could not be 
applied in common pedagogical situation. In all the 
research, some environmental sounds disturb the 
output.  
Based on the survey, several issues related to speech 
processing has been studied, To overcome such 
problems. The new method BSS-GCC-NMF is 
discussed as follows: 
“The Proposed technique can overcome the practical 
issues by factorize the speech signal and by reduce the 
time delay of the process.” 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The system consists mainly of six sections: the 
continuum of the speech sound, decomposing the 
signal, finding the source, extracting the voice, 
reconstruct the voice, and improving the quality of the 
expression at last. The NMF signal is used to 
decompose. The combination speech signal distribution 
is calculated by adding Short Time Fourier Transform 
before the decomposition is  done. For source 
localization, the Generalised Cross-Correlation Step 
Transform algorithm is used to predict the arrival time 
interval. The origins are  then isolated by the use of the 
coefficient masking procedure. Ultimately, it is 
reconstructed via reverse NMF and reverse FT sources. 
Spectral subtraction and adaptive filtering are used to 
enhance the quality of separate sources. The frame is 
used for speech combination isolation of certain 
stereotypes. All the voice signals, both the mixture and 
the source signals, are sampled at 20 kHz in the data 
set. In this case, IT is used under specified Live Speech 
Mixtures. In this paper, the block diagram showing the 
technique of speech separation is given in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of the methodology adopted for 
source separation. 
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A. Spectrogram estimation 
For calculating the range of the provided audio signal, 
Short Time Fourier Transform is used to measure the 
long-term audio signal in shorter sections of equivalent 
distances, and the Fourier will then be extracted from 
each portion of the audio signal. 
– Set window for review 
– Defines the quantity of window overlap 
– Enable a windowing option 
– Generate window segments (signal multiply by a 
window) 
In this paper, the spectrogram is measured using the 
Hanning window function. The audio signal is split into 
1024 different segments, with 128 samples alternating 
two consecutive layers. The left and right channels are 
measured independently because the audio is a 
stereotype. Fig. 4 displays the audio combination signal. 

 

Fig. 4. Mixture audio signal dev1 female3 live rec 
130ms 1m mix.wav. 

Apply the Fourier Transform on every window 
Hanning window represents the function as ibn equation 
(1), ���, �� � 0.56 � 0.45 cos��������

����                                (1) 

The Short-Time Fourier Transform is given as in 
equation (2), ���, ��� �  ∑ ����� �!"#�∞�$�∞ ���� � ��                  (2) 
 
Algorithm: 

 

1. L and Bare initialized with the constraint L B >0 randomly. 
2. Update Lusing the updatingrule 

% ← % ⊙ �()⊙*�+,
(-.+,                                                                              (3) 

3. Update B using updatingrule 

/ ← / ⊙ 0,�()⊙*�+,
0,(-.1∝                                                                          (4) 

4. Optimal L and B are obtained when the β - 

divergence Dβ(U|Z) is reduced. 

Dβ(U|Z) is given by equation (5), 

Dβ(U|Z) = 

34
5 *

( � log 8*
(9 � 1                           ;<   = � 0 

>�log�>� � log�?�� @ �? � >�              ;<    = � 1                  �
A�� B > � ? @ =? � 1�> � ?�C   otherwise

J         
(5) 

— β = 0: Itakura Saitodivergence 
— β = 1: KullbackLeiblerdivergence 
— β = 2: Euclidiandistance 
 

B. Signal decomposition 
Optimal properties are extracted using non-negative 
matrix factorization from the amplification spectrogram 
obtained following the application of Short Times Fourier 
Transform. It is used to break down a large, not 
negative matrix into less-dimensional, non-negative 
factor matrices. Two parts of Spectrometer U have 
spectrogram left and right, and both have 
measurements. The amplitude Specification U has two 

items. Two element matrices L and B are obtained 
following the application of Non-negative Matrix 
Factorization on U. L is defined as the vector for a 
dictionary and B as a matrix coefficient. L and B are 
such that Z approximates U of their output. 

C. Source localization 
Time Arrival differences are an essential localization 
parameter. And a signal structure of the time-delay  so 
period t is calculated from the angular spectrogram. 
Various angular spectrogram measurement techniques 
are usable. Here is the method Generalized Cross 
Correlation-Phase Transform. 

 

Fig. 5. Mean angular spectrogram. 

The angular spectrum is represented as in equation (6) 

K�L � MN<L ∗ PQ)RST
U                                                        (6) 

The generic cross-correlation and not negative matrix 
factorization are used to distinguish the source. Since 
the non-negative atoms of the matrix factorization 
dictionary itself are non-negative frequency functions, 
this aspect may be used to establish a set of frequency-
weighting features of the generalized cross-correlation 
of bits of the normalized dictionaries. 
Source-specific binary represented as in equation (7) 

�VW� �  X1                        ;< Y � 10                   ZL[ \];Y J                                    (7)           

D. Source separation 
The combined GCC and NMF is used for proper source 
separation for source separation a combination of GCC 
and NMF is used. Since NMF dictionary atoms are 
themselves non-negative functions of frequency this fact 
can be used to define a set of GCC frequency-weighting 
functions ^WU_`abfrom the normalized dictionary atoms as 

in equation (8), ^WU_`ab � �cdeSTc|dgST|
h∑ hS                                                     (8) 

Atom-specific angular spectrograms is then defined by 
equation (9), �WU_`ab �  ∑ ^WU_`abijU_  !��U                                            (9) 

The atom-specific angular spectrograms defined above 
can be used to associate each atom, at each point in 
time, to a single source based on its spatial origin. 
Similarly,  rom the TDOA values source scan be 
localized and to separate the source from the mixture 
signal coefficient masking can be performed. For each 
source a binary mask Mdt is assigned, whose values will 
be either 1 or 0, according to the angular spectrogram 
and the dictionary matrix W. At each point of time it is 
checked that the atom din W belongs to which source 
and accordingly the value is set as 1 for that particular 
source. The coefficient mask of other sources will be set 
as 0 at that point of time. As a result, each atom is 
attributed to a single source at each point of time. 
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E. Source reconstruction 

 

Fig. 6. Original and reconstructed sources 1, 2 and 3. 

A stereo source approximation spectrogram may then 
be calculated by multiplying the mask by the non-
negative factoring matrix dimension before 
reconstruction. The Inverse Short Time Fourier 
Transform is used to transform the individual source 
spectrum into the time domain and it is given as in 
equation (10). kVl� � m�n� � 1 �>VlU_�                                             (10) 

F. Speech enhancement 
The segregated speech streams may also involve 
intervention from other sources following the 
implementation of non-negative matrix factorization. By 
removing the effects of different sources from each 
source, the quality of the separate speech signal can be 
improved. Improvement is made for this voice. Below 
are two forms of speech enhancement. 
Adaptive filtering. In this case, the order 11 LMS filter 
is used to eliminate adaptive noise. The stage is 
adjusted to 0.01, and the tape is set to 40. After 
enhancement with adaptive filtering, the initial sound 
signals and different speakers are shown in the chart. 

 

Fig. 7. Original and enhanced sources 1, 2 and 3 using 
adaptive filter. 

Spectral subtraction. With spectral subtraction, the 
noise spectrum is evaluated by averaging the speech 
pause frames and is deduced from the noise signal 
spectrum. Every separate source signal is a sum of the 
desired source signal and interferences of others. The 
resultant signal is then subject to half a wave correction 
rule in order to negate the negative values. 
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) NMF is a 
category of matrix decomposition algorithms with a non-
negative limit, which is to be factorized and which 
should not cancel the matrix factors. NMF is a universal 
data decomposition technique. Through preprocessing 
signaling and labeling, NMF has identified a wide range 
of applications. 
KL Divergence is to be minimized between the input 
data matrix U and the input data matrix estimate Z as in 
equation (11). It is done iteratively by updating L and B 
until the costs converge. Simultaneously L and B should 
be revised. We need to change the corresponding 
Column B after one row of L is modified. ? � %/                                                                       (11) 
The cost function is given by equation (12), min K ��|%/�, %/ q 0                                                (12) 
For any two matrices, A and B divergence is given by 
equation (13), 

K�r|s� �  ∑ �rj!j,! log tueQveQw � rj! @ sj!                                    (13) 

The multiplicative updating rules to obtain optimal W 
and H are given by equations (14 and 15), 

�j,xy1� ← �j,xy
∑ z{,|}e,||~ze,|∑ �{,��                                               (14)                                            

� x,�y1� ← �x,�y
∑ ~e,{}e,|e ~ze,|∑ ��,{�                                                 (15)                                                                                         

Enhancement of Speech aims at improving the quality 
of Speech through different algorithms. Performance 
can be clarification and interpretation, enjoyment or 
continuity with some other form. Removing background 
noise, echo reduction, and selectively adding other 
levels into the voice output are the key ways to improve 
expression. Enhancing expression is a typical problem 
for two reasons: 
— The characteristics of Speech will change 
dramatically during and within implementations if the 
speaking signal is distorted by noise, and it depends on 
the quality and features of the noise signal. But seeking 
algorithms in various functional conditions was very 
challenging. It is difficult. 
— The architecture of the algorithm slows 
implementation, and the reliability of the algorithm for 
each program can, therefore, be different. 
The essential y(n) input is the input signal, which 
includes an initial d(n) signal, plus a d(n) noise. The 
vibration is, indeed, contrary to the original message. In 
the Equation (16), the central y(n) input is specified. ����  �  Y��� @  ����                                                 (16) 
The error signal is indicated with Equation, and the 
approximate r(n) sound noise is shown with Equation 
(17 and 18), which is the inclusion of the necessary s(n) 
voice signals and other communication interferences 
d(n).  ��� �  ���� �  \���                                                   (17)  ����  �  Y��� @  ����                                                  (18) 
The spectral subtraction algorithm is used only for 
eliminating white noise. For eliminating all white noise 
and light noise Multi-band, spectral subtraction is used 
Let Consider a Pure speech signal with added 
independent additive noise as in equations (19 and 20) ���� �  Y��� @ ����                                                         (19) M ��, ��  �  m��, �� @ K��, ��                                      (20) 
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The assumption is that the speech signal is divided into 
frames for the simplification and the  Frame number is 
denoted by k,  Since ir is already assumed that the input 
speech signal is not correlated with the noise at the 
background The power spectrum of y[n] has not contain 
any cross-terms, then it is as in equation (21) |M���|� � |m���|� @ |K���|�                                      (21) 
By subtract the received signal’s noise estimate, the 
speech signal is given as in equation (22)  |mˆ���|�  �  |M ���|� � |Kˆ���|�              (22)                                  
In comparison, the crucial factor is the proper iteration 
number that impacting the efficiency of the speech 
amplification method. The higher iteration number, thus, 
leads to a more significant improvement in expression 
with less residual noise. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental setup. The algorithm is performed on the 
SiSEC 2016 dev1 underdetermined Live Speech 
Mixtures Dataset. The dataset contains stereo WAV 
audio files that can be imported into MATLAB using the 
audio read command. It includes both 
instantaneousmixturesandliverecordings.Instantaneous
mixturesaregenerated through scaling static sources 
using positive gains. Both male and female speech 
sources are played through loudspeakers in a meeting 
room, recorded one at a time by a pair of omni 
directional microphones, and subsequently added 
together to create live recordings. The room dimensions 
for live recordings are (4.45x3.55 x2.5m). The whole 
process is executed in Windows 10 PC with a 64-bit 
processor and 4 GB internal RAM. The program is 
implemented using MATLAB R2017a. Iteration count of 
NMF is taken as 100 to get optimal factor matrices W 
and H. Also, the factorization rank is chosen as 128. An 
adaptive LMS filter with order 11 and step size 0.01 is 
taken for speech enhancement. Performance metrics 
are measured in decibels. 
A. Sources to Artifacts Ratio(SAR) 
The numerical artifacts in each source estimate is given 
by equation (23) 

m�� � �#���.�c|�T1�e 1��||)c
�{                                             (23) 

B. Sources to Distortion Ratio(SDR) 
Since the separation phenomena is global measure, the 
whole performance of source separation is given as  in 
equation (24) 

mK� � �#���.�c|�T||)c
||�{1�e1��||)                                                       (24) 

C. Sources to Interference Ratio(SIR) 
The interference level in each source due to other 
external source is given by equation (25) 

mr� � �#���.�c|�T||)c
||�e ||)                                                        (25) 

Three performance measurements considered in this 
project, SAR, SDR, and SIR, are listed in Table 1 to 
Table 5. Comparison of the BSS performance 
measurements when the separation is performed using 
Basic NMF with KL Divergence based cost function and 
Euclidean Distance based cost function is given in Table 
1 to Table. 3represents the BSS performance evaluation 
when separation is performed using different types of 
NMF like Basic NMF, Sparse NMF, and Orthogonal 
NMF with Euclidean Distance based Cost function and 
KL Divergence based Cost function respectively. BSS 
performance evaluation after speech enhancement 
using adaptive noise cancellation and spectral 
subtraction is given in Table 4 and 5 compares BSS 
evaluation with and without speech enhancement, and 

Table 6 compares BSS performance of various 
prominent methods. 
Fig. 8 to 14 represents the comparison between 
sources, estimated sources using NMF, and enhanced 
sources using adaptive filters and spectral subtraction. 
Fig. 14 shows the performance of BSS with and without 
speech enhancement. 

 

Fig. 8. Adaptive filtering output. 

 

Fig. 9. Spectral subtraction output. 
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Table 1: Comparison of BSS performance using 
Basic NMF with KL Divergence and Euclidean 

distance-based Cost functions. 

NMF Algorithm SAR SDR 
SIR 

 

Euclidean Distance 
based Cost function 

4.5019± 
0.4455 

1.8622± 
0.4176 

7.1065± 
1.7463 

 

KL Divergence Based 
Cost 

Function 

4.4254± 
0.5457 

2.0707± 
0.3122 

7.7708± 
1.8321 

 

 

Fig. 10. Comparison of BSS performance using Basic 

NMF with KL Divergence and Euclidean distance-based 
Cost functions. 

 
Table 2: Performance Evaluation of BSS using 

Different Types of NMF with Euclidean Distance 
based Cost function. 

NMF Type SAR SDR SIR 

Basic NMF 
4.5019 
±0.4455 

1.8622±0.41
76 

7.1065± 
1.7463 

Orthogonal NMF 
4.2263± 
0.3458 

0.1786± 
0.8005 

3.4519± 
0.8065 

 

Sparse NMF 
-3.9637± 
0.6916 

-7.9865± 
1.4927 

0.074± 
2.2968 

 

Fig. 11. Performance Evaluation of BSS using Different 
Types of NMF with Euclidean Distance based Cost 

function. 

Table 3: Performance Evaluation of BSS using 
Different Types of NMF with KL Divergence based 

Cost function. 

NMF Type SAR SDR SIR 

Basic NMF 4.4254±0.5457 2.0707±0.3122 
7.7708±1.8321 

 
 

Orthogonal NMF 4.0848±0.2194 1.3063±0.6130 
6.3871±1.6988 

 
 

Sparse NMF 4.0643±0.3388 1.6235±0.5330 
7.2562±1.9359 

 

Convolutive NMF 4.2530±0.0761 1.6578±0.2702 
6.914±0.8287 

 

 

Fig. 12. Performance Evaluation of BSS using Different 
Types of NMF with KL Divergence based Cost function. 

Table 4: Performance Evaluation after performing 
Speech enhancement techniques. 

 
Speech 

enhancement 
method 

NMF 
Algorithm 

SAR SDR SIR 

Adaptive noise 
cancellation 

KL 
divergence 

3.9047 
±0.554 

2.0774 
±0.249 

12.053 
±0.655 

Euclidean 
distance 

3.9114 
±0.515 

1.8843 
±0.362 

8.2946 
±2.179 

 

Fig. 13. Performance Evaluation after performing 
Speech enhancement techniques. 
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Table 5: BSS Performance Comparison with and 
without speech enhancement. 

Method SAR SDR SIR 

GCC-NMF 4.4254 
±0.545 

2.0707 
±0.312 

7.7708 
±1.832 

GCC-NMF with Spectral 
subtraction 

3.3076 
±1.429 

1.6387 
±0.583 

9.8983 
±1.832 

GCC-NMF with adaptive 
noise cancellation 

 

3.9047 
±0.554 

2.0774 
±0.249 

12.053 
±0.655 

 

Fig. 14. BSS Performance Comparison with and without 
speech enhancement. 

Summary. A new scheme is developed with the aid of 
the non-negative matrix factorization system for source 
separation in audio. Firstly, this method establishes the 
noise mixing paradigm and then incorporates the 
techniques of signal processing, where scattering is 
used for the study of characteristics. Wavelet filter 
banks have been built with the scattering method to use 
the optimum solution to obtain the filtered signal. 
Eventually, a channel isolation method is applied to 
reduce the resolution for each source to aid in audio 
demixing. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper suggests a robust algorithm to differentiate 
the source signals from the weak combination. The 
method of isolation is implemented for using both 
Generalised Cross-Correlation and non-negative Matrix 
Factorisation—separation of the root. Speech 
amplification methods for adaptive filtering and spectral 
subtraction increase the separation efficiency of the 
source signals. Speech enhancement enhances the SIR 
efficiency of isolated outlets. The algorithm provides 
efficient results with some available approaches and it is 
proved its betterment with such methods. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

The future perspective is to improve the speech 
separation paradigms with spectral subtraction 
strategies. Secondly, to implement the simulation study 
in real-time event. By using the same methodology 
improve the pitch estimation. Reconstruction of speech 
signal using lip movement and facial expressions. 
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